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Consensus on the evolutionary relationships of humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas has not been reached, despite 
the existence of a number of DNA sequence data sets relating to the phylogeny, partly because not all gene trees 
from these data sets agree. However, given the well-known phenomenon of gene tree-species tree mismatch, agree- 
ment among gene trees is not expected. A majority of gene trees from available DNA sequence data support one 
hypothesis, but is this evidence sufficient for statistical confidence in the majority hypothesis? 

All available DNA sequence data sets showing phylogenetic resolution among the hominoids are grouped 
according to genetic linkage of their corresponding genes to form independent data sets. Of the 14 independent 
data sets defined in this way, 11 support a human-chimpanzee clade, 2 support a chimpanzee-gorilla clade, and one 
supports a human-gorilla clade. The hypothesis of a trichotomous speciation event leading to Homo, Pun, and 
Gorilla can be firmly rejected on the basis of this data set distribution. The multiple-locus test (Wu 1991), which 
evaluates hypotheses using gene tree-species tree mismatch probabilities in a likelihood ratio test, favors the phy- 
logeny with a Homo-Pun clade and rejects the other alternatives with a P value of 0.002. When the probabilities 
are modified to reflect effective population size differences among different types of genetic loci, the observed data 
set distribution is even more likely under the Homo-Pun clade hypothesis. Maximum-likelihood estimates for the 
time between successive hominoid divergences are in the range of 3OO,OOO-2,800,OOO years, based on a reasonable 
range of estimates for long-term hominoid effective population size and for generation time. 

The implication of the multiple-locus test is that existing DNA sequence data sets provide overwhelming and 
sufficient support for a human-chimpanzee clade: no additional DNA data sets need to be generated for the purpose 
of estimating hominoid phylogeny. Because DNA hybridization evidence (Caccone and Powell 1989) also supports 
a Homo-Pun clade, the problem of hominoid phylogeny can be confidently considered solved. 

Introduction 

There is now a wealth of DNA sequence data ad- 
dressing the question of humans’ place among the hom- 
inoid primates. Specifically at issue is the relationship 
among the “African hominoids,” humans (Homo sup- 
iens), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes, Pan paniscus), and 
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla), because the Asian orangutans 
(Pongo pygmaeus) have long been recognized as the 
outgroup to the other large-bodied hominoids (beginning 
with Goodman 1962). Of the DNA sequence data sets 
showing resolution among species, the majority link hu- 
mans most closely to chimpanzees. However, not all 
data sets support this cladistic grouping. Thus the ques- 
tion arises, is the majority of DNA sequence data sup- 
porting a human-chimpanzee clade sufficient to consider 
this phylogenetic problem “solved” within some mea- 
surable confidence limit? 

Analysis of the hominoid problem has general im- 
plications for phylogenetic inference. It is likely that for 
any three closely related species, the pattern of support 
among genetic data sets would be similar to that ob- 
served for the hominoids-majority support for one hy- 
pothesis but not total agreement (Atchley and Fitch 
1991). This pattern is particularly apparent in the hom- 
inoids only because they have been so extensively stud- 
ied with DNA sequencing. That gene trees (the pattern 
of relatedness among homologous genes in different 
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species) can differ from the species tree (the actual ge- 
nealogical descent pattern among species) was first 
pointed out by Hudson (1983), and such mismatches can 
be due to two factors. First, sequencing a finite number 
of nucleotides at a locus produces stochastic sampling 
error and, potentially, an incorrectly inferred gene tree; 
this factor can be minimized by sequencing a sufficient- 
ly large DNA region from each locus (Saitou and Nei 
1986). Secondly, genetic polymorphism in an ancestral 
species followed by lineage sorting can lead to gene 
tree-species tree incongruencies. Assuming that the 
gene tree has been correctly inferred and that neutrality 
holds (along with some other minor assumptions), the 
probability of a gene tree-species tree mismatch is cal- 
culable (Hudson 1983; Nei 1986; Pamilo and Nei 1988). 
This mismatch probability can theoretically be large un- 
der certain conditions. 

The solution to this second problem is to use for 
phylogenetic estimation several loci which are indepen- 
dent (Saitou and Nei 1986; Nei 1987, p. 403). In this 
case, independence refers to the process of lineage sort- 
ing through drift. Clearly, two loci are independent if 
they are on nonhomologous chromosomes. Loci on the 
same chromosome can also be independent: the relevant 
parameter is 4N,r, where N, is the effective population 
size and r is the recombination rate between loci. If 4N,r 
> 10, then the loci are approximately independent and 
random drift does not contribute substantially to linkage 
disequilibrium (Hudson 1985; Hart1 and Clark 1989, p. 
131). Assuming N, to be a minimum of 104 for homi- 
noids, two loci can then be considered as independent 
if r > 0.025%. This corresponds to a separation of 
25,000 bp between loci, based on averages for the hu- 
man male genome in which a 1% recombination rate (1 
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centimorgan) is roughly equivalent to 1 million bp of 
separation along the chromosome (Sutton 1988, pp. 
362-363). In terms of easily visualizable karyotypic fea- 
tures, an average human chromosomal G-band spans 7- 
14 centimorgans (CHLC et al. 1994), therefore loci 
mapped to different G-bands are certainly independent. 
Independent data sets defined in this manner correspond 
to process partitions (sensu Bull et al. 1993), and ana- 
lyzing them separately allows us to discover significant 
patterns of phylogenetic corroboration (Miyamoto and 
Fitch 1995) which can be used to infer the species tree 
within quantifiable error. 

Because the human genome has been extensively 
mapped and because chromosomal homologies among 
large-bodied hominoids have been well characterized, it 
is possible to classify the loci already sequenced in hom- 
inoids into independent groups, which in turn define in- 
dependent DNA sequence data sets. This means that one 
can take the powerful phylogenetic approach of using 
multiple, independent genetic data sets to make inde- 
pendent estimates of evolutionary relatedness among the 
hominoids. Here all of the available DNA sequence data 
sets relating to hominoid phylogeny are partitioned into 
independent data sets on the basis of their chromosomal 
localizations in humans and other large-bodied homi- 
noids. Gene trees for each independent data set are ob- 
tained. The composite pattern of multiple, independent 
gene trees is then tested for its support of alternative 
hominoid phylogenetic hypotheses using the multiple- 
locus test of Wu (1991). 

Materials and Methods 

All DNA sequence data sets potentially applicable 
to the African hominoid trichotomy were obtained. 
Those which had not been analyzed cladistically when 
originally reported were analyzed to find the most par- 
simonious trees (Fitch 1971) using the software package 
PAUP (Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony, version 
3.1.1; Swofford 1993). All other phylogenetic results 
were reviewed; cladistic reanalyses were carried out in 
cases where parsimony results had not been completely 
described as originally published. In every case, DNA 
sequence alignments originally presented by the authors 
in the separate studies were used in reanalyses and in 
combining data sets as described below. 

DNA sequence data sets were analyzed phyloge- 
netically using two weighting schemes: one in which 
transitions and transversions were weighted equally (an 
“unweighted” analysis), and one in which their relative 
weightings reflect empirically observed inequalities of 
substitutional types (a “weighted” analysis) with trans- 
versions weighted twice transitions for nuclear DNA and 
10 times transitions for mitochondrial DNA (Brown et 
al. 1982; Nei 1987, pp. 28, 86). Because the latter 
“weighted” model of molecular evolutionary change in- 
corporates a more realistic description of DNA evolu- 
tion, it is considered here to be the better model for 
phylogenetic reconstruction. Where parsimony results 
differ between weighted and unweighted analyses in 
producing different topologies, the weighted results are 

used here in preference to the unweighted results and 
these have been noted. 

The cladistically “resolving” DNA sequence data 
sets were placed into linkage groups according to the 
human chromosomal assignment of their corresponding 
DNA regions, based on linkage data and recombination 
rates from the Genome Data Base (GDB) (1995), the 
Cooperative Human Linkage Center (CHLC) database 
(1995), and the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man 
(OMIM) database (1996). These groupings of original 
data sets into new, independently inherited data sets de- 
fined by human genetic linkage were checked using in- 
formation on interspecies chromosomal homologies and 
synteny to insure that the newly defined data sets are 
similarly independent in Pan, Gorilla, and Pongo. Gen- 
erally, determination of chromosomal homologies and 
linkage groups among the large-bodied hominoids is 
straightforward. Homologies among entire chromo- 
somes have been determined using whole chromosome 
“painting” libraries (Wienberg et al. 1990; Jauch et al. 
1992). Homologies among subregions of chromosomes 
have been established using high-resolution banding pat- 
terns (Yunis and Prakash 1982), and these homologies, 
at least for euchromatic regions, have generally been 
confirmed at the DNA sequence level by cross-hybrid- 
ization of individual gene sequences (e.g., Matera and 
Marks 1993). All of these types of data were used in 
checking linkages of the genes under study in Pan, Go- 
rilla, and Pongo. 

For each linkage group with more than one data 
set, data sets were combined, and this newly formed 
“independent” data set was reanalyzed via parsimony 
in PAUP (Swofford 1993). Such reanalysis is necessary 
because an algorithm does not yet exist which can pre- 
dict the cladistic results of a combined data set analysis 
from the results of separate analyses of individual data 
sets (D. Swofford, personal communication). For each 
independent data set, the gene tree is taken to be the 
most-parsimonious tree (or the strict consensus of most 
parsimonious trees, if more than one exists) generated 
by a cladistic analysis in which the data were weighted 
with either a 2: 1 transition-transversion ratio for nuclear 
data or a 1O:l ratio for mitochondrial data. 

Several hominoid DNA sequence data sets require 
comment concerning their potential phylogenetic infor- 
mativeness. Some genes of the HLA (human leukocyte 
antigen) complex have gene trees which cannot be the 
species tree because species-specific alleles do not clus- 
ter together as separate clades. Instead, human HLA al- 
leles appear in several places on the tree, with some 
most closely related to Old World monkey alleles while 
others are closest to different nonhuman hominoid al- 
leles; this is true, for example, with HLA-DQAl (Gyl- 
lensten and Erlich 1989) and DRBl alleles (Ayala 
1995). Ancient polymorphism in a common primate an- 
cestor followed by lineage sorting is thought to be re- 
sponsible for this pattern (Gyllensten and Erlich 1989). 
Since these gene trees cannot possibly be species trees 
nor do they support any of the alternative phylogenetic 
hypotheses for hominoids, they were not included in the 
data set count. Also, because of the potentially phylo- 
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genetically misleading nature of DNA sequences under- 
going gene conversion and those undergoing unequal 
crossing over of DNA repeat regions (Dowling, Moritz, 
and Palmer 1990; Ruvolo 1994), data sets from these 
genes were not counted, except in cases where regions 
undergoing gene conversion could be identified and re- 
moved prior to phylogenetic analysis (as in Bailey et al. 
1992). Lastly, some published data sets consist of se- 
quences from nonhomologous loci; these were examined 
to see whether sets of homologous alleles could be ex- 
tracted for reanalysis. In some cases, this was possible; 
otherwise these were not counted. These are all de- 
scribed below. 

The hominoid phylogenetic hypotheses to be tested 
are H1, having a Homo-Pan clade with Gorilla as sister 
group; H2 having a Pan-Gorilla clade sister to Homo; 
and H3 having a Homo-Gorilla clade with Pun as a sister 
group. Hypothesis Ho shows a trichotomy (three-way 
split) among Homo, Pun, and Gorilla. All four hypoth- 
eses are alike in assuming that the rest of the tree shows 
the traditionally accepted primate evolutionary relation- 
ships which are supported by extensive genetic data: 
Pongo is sister to the clade containing Gorilla, Homo, 
Pun; the small-bodied horninoids in Hylobutes are sister 
to the other hominoids; all Old World monkeys (cerco- 
pithecoids) comprise a clade sister to the hominoid 
clade; and the clade of New World monkeys is sister to 
the cercopithecoid plus hominoid clade. Gene trees not 
showing these latter features (for example, one in which 
some taxon other than Pongo is the sister group to 
Homo, Pun, Gorilla) are not counted among the distri- 
bution of independent data sets supporting HI, Hz, H3, 
or Ho. 

Each gene tree is simply classified as supporting 
hypothesis H 1, Hz, H3, or a trichotomy, Ho. Only the 
resolving data sets, those supporting Hi, Hz, or H3, are 
used in the following tests of alternative phylogenetic 
hypotheses. Each resolved (i.e., bifurcating) gene tree is 
counted equivalently as support for hypotheses HI, Hz, 
or H,, without considering how strongly each data set 
supports a gene tree. This approach therefore disregards 
some of the information contained in the DNA sequence 
data and is a test of lower power than one which uses 
more of the information (i.e., strength of data set sup- 
port). Nevertheless, this simple method is statistically 
valid and has sufficient power in the hominoid case to 
reject all but one of the alternative phylogenetic hy- 
potheses. 

The observed distribution of independent data sets 
supporting hypotheses HI, Hz, and H3 was used with 
two tests (the “trichotomy” test and Wu’s [1991] mul- 
tiple-locus test) to gauge support for the alternative phy- 
logenetic hypotheses. Maximum-likelihood estimates 
for the time between successive divergence events were 
derived from the data set distribution in two ways, using 
Nei’s (1986) probabilities, and using probabilities mod- 
ified to reflect effective population size differences 
among different types of genetic loci (Moore 1995; this 
study). These estimates were made using the software 
programs Mathematics, version 2.2 (1995, Wolfram Re- 
search, Inc., Champaign, Ill.) and The Joy of Mathe- 

matica (1994, Addison-Wesley). These estimates were 
converted to absolute times by assuming a likely range 
of effective population sizes and generation times for 
hominoids. 

Results 

Table 1 lists the DNA sequence data sets which 
show cladistic resolution among the African hominoids 
and their groupings into independent data sets defined 
by genetic linkage. These are classified according to the 
gene tree found to be consistent with the combined data 
from each linkage group. 

Mitochondrial DNA analyses support a Homo-Pun 
clade when entire genomes of single individuals repre- 
senting species are used (Horai et al. 1995) and when 
multiple individuals per species are examined for a sub- 
set of the mitochondrial genome (Ruvolo et al. 1994). 
Published parsimony analyses of c-myc (Mohammad- 
Ali, Eladari, and Galibert 1995), HOX2B upstream se- 
quences (Ruano et al. 1992), the S-p globin intergenic 
region (Perrin-Pecontal et al. 1992), y globin and +--q 
globin (Bailey et al. 1992), and ZFY (Dorit, Akashi, and 
Gilbert 1995) all support a Homo-Pun clade. Although 
the involucrin sequence analysis (Djian and Green 1989) 
was not strictly cladistic nor carried out with any algo- 
rithm available in standard phylogenetic programs, this 
data set was accepted as support for a Pun-Gorilla clade 
because inspection of the data revealed no synapomor- 
phies for Homo-Pun given the authors’ sequence align- 
ment (see also Bailey 1993). 

For some data sets, only distance analysis results 
had been originally published. Cladistic analyses of 
these data sets show the following: 

1. Immunoglobulin Cc3 pseudogene sequences 
(Ueda et al. 1989) are consistent with one most-parsi- 
monious tree with a Homo-Pun clade in weighted and 
unweighted analyses (length = 152, with four unambig- 
uous synapomorphies for Homo-Pun in an unweighted 
analysis). This agrees with the previously published 
neighbor-joining and UPGMA tree results (Ueda et al. 
1989). 

2. B-cell growth factor sequences (Zietkiewicz et 
al. 1994) support a Homo-Pun clade with both weight- 
ing schemes (tree length = 71, with one unambiguous 
supporting synapomorphy for Homo-Pun in an un- 
weighted analysis), in topological agreement with the 
published neighbor-joining analysis. 

3. a 1,3 Galactosyl-transferase sequences (Galili 
and Swanson 199 1; Joziasse et al. 199 1) are consistent 
with six most-parsimonious trees, all of which show a 
Homo-Pun clade (tree length = 159, with one support- 
ing synapomorphy in an unweighted analysis). Weighted 
parsimony analysis produces the same tree. 

4. Carbonic anhydrase I (CAI; Epperley et al. 
1993) coding sequences support a Homo-Pun clade 
whether data are weighted or not (for unweighted data, 
the tree length is 274, with one unambiguous synapo- 
morphy supporting Homo-Pun). The noncoding se- 
quences upstream of carbonic anhydrase 1 are phylo- 
genetically uninformative and even less resolved than 
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Table 1 
Independent DNA Sequence Data Set Support for Alternative Hominoid Phylogenies 

Data sets supporting a Homo-Pun clade 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
10 
11 

MtDNA ........................................ 
Glycophorin A .................................. 
c-myc .......................................... 
Carbonic anhydrase 1 (CAZ) ....................... 
Immunoglobulin Ce3 pseudogene .................. 
a 1,3 galactosyl-transferase ........................ 

6-B-globin intergenic region, 
y globin, +-rl globin. ............................ 
B cell growth factor. ............................. 
HOX2B ........................................ 
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (GBPD). ........ 
Y-specific regions of PABY; ZFY; SRYc ............. 

Mitochondria 

8q24.12-q24.13 
8q13q22.1 
9 
9q33-q34 

1 lp15.4-15.5 
1 lp15.5 
16qb 
17 
Xq28 
Ypll.3 

Horai et al. (1995), Ruvolo et al. (1991, 1994) 
Rearden et al. (1993), this study 
Mohammad-Ali, Eladari, and Galibert (1995) 
Epperley et al. (1993) this study 
Ueda et al. (1989), this study 
Galili and Swanson (1991), Joziasse et al. (1991), 

this study 
Pen-in-Pecontal et al. (1992) 

Bailey et al. (1992), this study 
Zietkiewicz et al. (1994), this study 
Ruano et al. (1992) 
Unpublished data 
Ellis et al. (1990), Dorit, Akashi, and 

Gilbert (1995), Whitfield, Lovell-Badge, 
and Goodfellow (1993), this study 

Data sets supporting a Pun-Gorilla clade 

1. Involucrin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Protamine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16~ 

Djian and Green (1989) 
Retief and Dixon (1993), Retief et al. (1993), 

this study 

Data sets supporting a Homo-Gorilla clade 

Immunoglobulin Ccx 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 14q32.33 Kawamura et al. (1991), this study 

a Data on chromosomal localizations used in preparing this table were derived from the GDB(TM) Data Base accessed during November-December 1995, and 
from the CHLC database (1995). 

b Chromosomal localization from S. Sharma, personal communication. 
c Inclusion or exclusion of the TSPY data set (Kim and Takenaka 1996) here does not change the overall count of independent data set support for alternative 

phylogenies (see text). 

the originally-reported trichotomy (Epperley et al. 1993) 
in showing a five-way polychotomy among hominoids 
plus Old World monkeys, in both weighted and un- 
weighted analyses. 

5. Immunoglobulin Ccxl sequences (Kawamura et 
al. 1991) are consistent with one most-parsimonious tree 
having a Homo-Gorilla clade, whether the sequence data 
are weighted and/or whether gaps (insertion/deletion 
events) are given phylogenetic weight. Not counting 
gaps and not weighting sequence data gives a most-par- 
simonious tree with length 331 and five unambiguous 
synapomorphies supporting Homo-Gorilla, occurring at 
sites 657, 715, 857, 982, and 2576 (according to the 
numbering of Kawamura et al. 1991). Alternative trees 
show four unambiguous synapomorphies for Homo-Pan 
at sites 403, 1622, 2331, and 2468 (tree length = 332) 
and three unambiguous synapmorphies for Pan-Gorilla 
at sites 660, 1111, and 2006 (tree length = 333), con- 
trary to Bailey’s (1993) summary of these same data 
(claiming equal numbers of synapomorphies supporting 
the different clades). This cladistic result differs from 
the published distance (UPGMA) tree, in which Pan and 
Gorilla are linked, but not significantly so (Kawamura 
et al. 1991). 

For glycophorin, the published gene tree (Rearden 
et al. 1993) includes sequences from paralogous loci, so 
it is not interpretable in phylogenetic terms. Only the 
glycophorin A gene data are appropriate for phyloge- 
netic analysis in this case, because that is the only form 
of the gene present in all hominoids (the B and E forms 
of glycophorin are not present in Pongo and Hylobates; 

Rearden et al. 1993). Cladistic analysis of glycophorin 
A transmembrane and AZu sequences supports a Homo- 
Pan clade. For unweighted data with gaps not counted, 
the tree length equals 61, with four unambiguous Homo- 
Pan-supporting synapomorphies; weighting the data 
and/or counting gaps yields the same most-parsimonious 
tree topology. 

Data sets from the sex chromosomes need to be 
considered in light of the homology between those chro- 
mosomes. Pseudoautosomal regions of mammalian X 
and Y chromosomes are evolutionarily homologous, 
pairing at meiosis and recombining at high frequencies, 
and homologous DNA segments in the X- and Y-pseu- 
doautosomal regions behave like different alleles of an 
autosomal gene (Ellis et al. 1990). Therefore, X- and 
Y-pseudoautosomal sequences should be analyzed to- 
gether for phylogenetic reconstruction, since their evo- 
lutionary histories are nonindependent. In contrast, sex- 
specific (nonrecombining) regions of the X and Y chro- 
mosomes are nonhomologous, and “genetic contact” 
between them has not occurred since before the cerco- 
pithecoid-hominoid common ancestor (Ellis et al. 1990). 
It follows that sex-specific sequences from X and Y 
chromosomes should be analyzed separately from each 
other and from the strictly pseudoautosomal sequences. 
The biologically most meaningful treatment of the data 
in terms of independence defined by recombinational 
behavior is to view the X and Y chromosomes as con- 
sisting minimally of three different linkage groups. 

Although the boundary between pseudoautosomal 
and sex-specific regions has shifted slightly during 
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mammalian evolution, the boundary has remained stable 
during the course of cercopithecoid-hominoid evolution 
(Ellis et al. 1990). One hominoid DNA sequence data 
set spans the border between pseudoautosomal and sex- 
specific regions of X and Y chromosomes (Ellis et al. 
1990). When DNA sequences from hominoid and cer- 
copithecoid pseudoautosomal boundary regions of X 
and Y chromosomes are divided into three linkage 
groups (strictly pseudoautosomal, X-specific, Y-specif- 
ic) and analyzed separately, the results are as follows. 

1. Pseudoautosomal sequences of X and Y chro- 
mosomes (PAX, PAY; 251 bp per taxon) in an unweight- 
ed parsimony analysis (with transitions and transver- 
sions weighted equally) are consistent with 40 equally 
parsimonious trees. Their strict consensus shows a five- 
way polychotomy among Homo PAX, Pan PAX, Gorilla 
PAX, Gorilla PAY, and a clade containing Homo PAY 
and Pan PAY. Pongo PAX and PAY alleles are sister to 
the clade containing Homo, Pan, and Gorilla alleles, and 
cercopithecoid pseudoautosomal alleles lie outside the 
clade of hominoid alleles, so that the overall tree struc- 
ture agrees with the standard phylogenetic framework 
for the primates. Weighted parsimony analysis (in which 
transversions are given twice the weight of transitions) 
also produces 40 most-parsimonious trees, the consen- 
sus of which is identical to that of the unweighted anal- 
ysis. Basically, the pseudoautosomal gene tree provides 
no phylogenetic resolution. 

2. X-specific sequences in the pseudoautosomal 
boundary region (550 bp per taxon) are consistent in an 
unweighted analysis with one most-parsimonious tree 
(length = 70), showing a Homo-Pan-Gorilla trichoto- 
my. Weighted analysis (with transversions given twice 
the weight of transitions) also gives the same most-par- 
simonious tree showing a trichotomy. X-specific pseu- 
doautosomal boundary region sequences therefore pro- 
vide no resolution on a gene tree. 

3. Y-specific sequences in the pseudoautosomal 
boundary region (including the Y-specific AZu repeat of 
the hominoids; 706 bp per taxon) are consistent with 
two most-parsimonious trees (length = 92) in an un- 
weighted analysis (with gaps not counted), one with a 
Homo-Pan clade and the other with a Homo-Gorilla 
clade, the consensus of which is a trichotomy. Weighted 
analysis (with transversions weighted twice transitions) 
is consistent with one most-parsimonious tree (length = 
117) having a Homo-Pan clade, and this clade is sup- 
ported by five unambiguous weighted synapomorphies. 
Therefore, when analyzed using parsimony and the most 
realistic model of molecular evolutionary change for nu- 
clear sequences, Y-specific pseudoautosomal boundary 
region sequences support a Homo-Pan clade. 

Originally published phylogenetic analyses of these 
pseudoautosomal boundary sequences divided the data 
into separate data sets according to chromosome, with 
X-chromosomal sequences supporting a Pan-Gorilla 
clade and Y-chromosomal sequences supporting a 
Homo-Pan clade (Ellis et al. 1990). However, this di- 
vision of the data is incorrect; first, because it ignores 
the evolutionary homology among strictly pseudoauto- 
somal sequences (and places these homologous sequenc- 

es from X and Y chromosomes into separate data sets), 
and, second, because separation of the data sets in this 
way implies their independence and equal worth for in- 
ferring phylogenetic conclusions. Because this division 
ignores the underlying biology of the sex chromosomes 
and does not take their recombinational behavior into 
account, it cannot be justified for phylogenetic recon- 
struction, especially not for the method of phylogenetic 
inference used here, which relies on data set indepen- 
dence. In particular, this means X-chromosomal se- 
quences cannot be viewed as support for a Pan-Gorilla 
clade, nor can Y-chromosomal sequences be counted as 
support for a Homo-Pan clade, although these interpre- 
tations appear in the literature (Ellis et al. 1990; Rogers 
1993). A different phylogenetic analysis of these same 
pseudoautosomal boundary sequences used the com- 
bined X- and Y-chromosomal sequences in one data set 
and found a most parsimonious tree containing a Homo- 
Pan clade (Bailey 1993). While this treatment of the 
data is better than the previous one using division by 
chromosome, it nevertheless does not take into account 
the evolution of sex-specific sequences independent 
from pseudoautosomal ones. 

There are four other data sets from the sex chro- 
mosomes which require comment. One is from the ZFY 
gene which supports a Homo-Pan clade (Dorit, Akashi, 
and Gilbert 1995). ZFY is Y-specific and linked to the 
Y-specific pseudoautosomal boundary region in human 
chromosomal band Yp 11.3. Homo, Pan, and Gorilla 
banding patterns in this region of the Y chromosome are 
identical; Pongo differs by having a pericentric inver- 
sion, but this involves the region Yp11.2q-11.23 (Yunis 
and Prakash 1982) which lies outside of these two loci 
and does not break up their linkage. Also mapping to 
this same chromosomal region is the Y-specific locus 
SRY, coding for the mammalian sex-determining gene. 
Because Y-specific sequences constitute one linkage 
group, the ZFY, SRY, and Y-specific pseudoautosomal 
boundary region sequence data sets were combined and 
analyzed together. In an unweighted analysis of DNA 
sequences from the five taxa common to these three data 
sets, the combined Y-specific sequences (2,064 bp per 
taxon) are consistent with one most-parsimonious tree 
(length = 213, gaps not counted) showing a Homo-Pan 
clade supported by four unambiguous synapomorphies. 
Weighted parsimony analysis (transversions weighted 
twice transitions) yields the identical tree topology 
(length = 285, gaps not counted), with seven unambig- 
uous weighted synapomorhies supporting a Homo-Pan 
clade. 

A third data set is from the Y-specific locus TSPY, 
coding for testis-specific protein and located in the hu- 
man chromosomal region Ypter-p 11.2 (Online Mende- 
lian Inheritance in Man database 1996). It supports a 
Homo-Pan clade (Kim and Takenaka 1996), including 
when the data are weighted using a 2: 1 transition-trans- 
version ratio in a parsimony analysis. However, because 
there are multiple genomic copies of TSPY and TSPY- 
related sequences on hominoid Y-chromosomes (Manz 
et al. 1993; Guttenbach, Mtiller, and Schmid 1992) and 
because PCR amplification of genomic DNA was used 
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to generate the DNA sequences in this data set (Kim 
and Takenaka 1996), it is not clear that this data set 
contains strictly homologous DNA sequences. Also, 
ESPY sequences may be subject to gene conversion be- 
cause they are part of DYZS repeat units (Manz et al. 
1993); if so, this would jeopardize their phylogenetic 
utility (Ruvolo 1994). In any case, the 7’SPY data set is 
not independent of the combined ZFYISRY/Y-encoded 
PABY sequence data set (since Y-specific genes form 
one linkage group). Because gene trees from the ESPY 
and the larger combined data sets agree in supporting a 
Homo-Pun clade, excluding TSPY, as done here, or in- 
cluding it does not change the overall count of indepen- 
dent data set support for alternative hominoid phyloge- 
nies. 

Another data set is from the X-specific glucose-6- 
phosphate dehydrogenase gene (G6PD) located in hu- 
man band Xq28, which is recombinationally distant’ 
from the X-specific pseudoautosomal boundary region 
discussed above (located in human band Xp22.32) and 
therefore independent of it. Since X chromosomes are 
identical in Homo, Pun, Gorilla, and Pongo by banding 
patterns (Yunis and P&ash 1982) and chromosome 
painting (Jauch et al. 1992), the independence of G6PD 
from the X-specific pseudoautosomal boundary region 
can reasonably be assumed. For G6PD sequences, cla- 
distic analysis of 2,144 bp of intron data from 11 taxa 
of hominoids and cercopithecoids supports one most- 
parsimonious tree with a Homo-Pun clade (tree length 
= 618 in an unweighted analysis with insertion/dele- 
tions not counted) (unpublished data). A Homo-Pun 
clade is supported by eight unambiguous synapomor- 
phies. Alternative trees are longer by eight steps, with 
no unambiguous synapomorphies supporting Pun-Go- 
rilla or Homo-Gorilla clades. Weighted parsimony anal- 
ysis produces the same tree topology. 

Data sets from the protamine Pl and P2 genes have 
been reported and analyzed separately (Retief et al. 
1993; Retief and Dixon 1993). As published originally, 
protamine Pl DNA sequences were claimed to support 
a Homo-Gorilla clade (Retief et al. 1993); however, 
reanalysis of protamine Pl DNA sequences separately 
(unpublished data) shows three most-parsimonious trees 
of length 109 (in an unweighted analysis), all with a 
Pun-Gorilla clade. Also, protamine P2 sequences sepa- 
rately support a Pun-Gorilla clade (Retief and Dixon 
1993). Because these protamine genes are located within 
a 7-kb region of DNA on the short arm of human chro- 
mosome 16 (Viguie et al. 1990) and are tightly linked 
in other mammals (Engel et al., 1992; Keime et al. 
1992), their evolutionary histories are nonindependent, 
and their data sets have been combined. Taking all 1,179 
bp of aligned Pl and P2 protamine sequence data, un- 
weighted parsimony analysis (with gaps not counted) 
finds nine most-parsimonious trees of length 266, all of 
which show a Pun-Gorilla clade supported by six un- 
ambiguous synapomorphies. Weighted analysis of com- 
bined Pl and P2 data finds 18 most-parsimonious trees, 
with their consensus also showing a Pun-Gorilla clade. 

The related data sets from the @globin gene family 
have been similarlv grouped using the criterion of ge- 
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netic linkage. These loci are closely linked on human 
chromosome 11 and on its homologues in Pun, Gorilla, 
and Pongo, and these loci are linked throughout the 
higher primates (Goodman et al. 1984 1987). These 
genes span a 28.7-kb region; because 25 kb between 
loci are required in order to consider them as indepen- 
dent, all of the data from this region have been com- 
bined. In a cladistic analysis of 6,893 varying characters 
for 17 taxa of the combined unconverted y globin se- 
quences (Bailey et al. 1992), the \Ir--q globin sequences 
(Bailey et al. 1992u), and all of the S-B globin sequenc- 
es presented in Perrin-Pecontal et al. (1992) (not just the 
intergenic region), there were nine most-parsimonious 
trees, all showing a Homo-Pun clade (tree length = 
8,559 in an unweighted analysis with gaps not counted), 
and 26 unambiguous synapomorphies supporting a 
Homo-Pun clade. Trees with a Pun-Gorilla or a Homo- 
Gorilla clade were 16 and 19 steps longer, respectively. 
Weighted parsimony analysis produces the same tree to- 
pology. The e-globin data set was not included as part 
of the combined analysis because its gene tree shows no 
resolution among the hominoids (Bailey, Slightom, and 
Goodman 1992). 

In several cases, data sets from genes on the same 
chromosome have not been combined and are counted 
as independent. Already described are the independence 
of pseudoautosomal and sex-specific sequences for both 
X and Y chromosomes and the independence of two 
data sets (G6PD, X-specific pseudoautosomal boundary 
region sequences) on the sex-specific portion of the X 
chromosome. On human chromosome 8, two loci (c-myc 
and carbonic anhydrase 1, CAI) have been mapped to 
separate, small, localized regions; the closest these loci 
would be is if CA1 mapped to 8q22.1 and c-myc mapped 
to 8q24.12 (Genome Data Base 1995). An underestimate 
of their recombinational distance can be made by mea- 
suring the distance between two DNA probes which are 
even closer together than the two loci: probes D8S167 
(in 8q22.2) and D8S1016 (in the region 8q23.1q23.3) 
are 26.5 centimorgans apart on a sex-averaged recom- 
bination map (CHLC Database 1995). Clearly, CA1 and 
c-myc are independent in humans. A large region of hu- 
man chromosome 8 (8q22q24) encompassing the sub- 
region with c-myc shows identical banding patterns in 
Pun, Gorilla, and Pongo (Yunis and Prakash 1982); 
therefore, it is reasonable to assume that c-myc has been 
situated sufficiently distant from CA1 to be considered 
recombinationally independent of it throughout the evo- 
lution of the large-bodied hominoids. 

For human chromosome 9, one locus ((x 1,3 galac- 
tosyl-transferase, (xZ,3GT ) has been mapped to a de- 
fined region (9q33-q34), while the other locus (immu- 
noglobulin 03 pseudogene, Q&3) is only known to 
be located somewhere on human chromosome 9. Given 
the large size of human chromosome 9 (approximately 
170 centimorgans; CHLC et al. 1994), the likeliest pos- 
sibility is for these two loci not to map to the same small 
chromosomal region. Therefore, these loci are assumed 
to be recombinationally independent in humans. Be- 
cause a large region of chromosome 9 (9q22.2-9q34) 
encompassing the smaller c-myc subregion has an iden- 
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Table 2 
Uninformative DNA Sequence Data Sets for Hominoid Phylogeny” 

Nonresolving data sets 

Chromosomal 
Locationb References 

1. e-globin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 Bailey, Slightom, and Goodman (1992) 
2. Tyrosinase (7YR) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llpll.2-ten Oetting et al. (1993), this study 
3. X-specific pseudoautosomal boundary 

region seqs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Xp22.32 
4. X/Y pseudoautosomal regions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ellis et al. (1990), this study 
Xp22.32Npll.3 Ellis et al. (1990), this study 

5. Prion protein gene (PRNP)c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20p12-pter Kraukauer et al. (1996), Schltzl et al. (1995), 
this study 

Data sets from genes undergoing gene conversiond or 
those containing nonhomologous sequences 

1. Dopamine D4 receptor @MM), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Ip 15.5 
2. Cytochrome P450Icomplement C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Livak, Rogers, and Lichter (1995), Ruvolo and Koh (1996) 
6~2 1.3 Kawaguchi, O’hUigin, and Klein (1992), 

Kawaguchi et al. (1992), Dangel et al. (1995), 
this study 

3. 28s rRNA and spacers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 14, 15, 21; 22” Gonzalez et al. (1990) 
4. Red and green opsin pigment genes. . . . . . . . . . . Xq28 
5. HLA-DQAI, DRBl’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Deeb et al. (1994), this study 
6~21.3 

6. Y-encoded testis-specific protein (TWY)f. . . . . . . 
Gyllensten and Erlich (1989), Ayala (1995) 

Ypter-pl 1.2 Kim and Takenaka ( 1996) 

a The categories of uninformative data sets are not mutually exclusive (see text). 
b Data on chromosomal localizations used in preparing this table were derived from the GDB(TM) Data Base, accessed during November-December 1995, the 

CHLC database (1993, and the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (1996). The latter was used for information on gene conversion in addition 
to other references. 

c These data sets also show nontraditional evolutionary relationships among the primates generally (see text). 
d Included here are also genes undergoing unequal crossing over of DNA repeats (see text). 
e Chromosomal assignments shown are for humans; these vary among hominoid species (see text). 
f Provisionally including the ESPY data set in this category (as opposed to counting it as support for a Homo-Pan clade) does not change the results of the overall 

analysis (see text). 

tical banding pattern in Homo, Pan, Gorilla, and Pongo 
(Yunis and Prakash 1982), c-myc and Z&e3 are assumed 
to be independent in all four genera. 

For human chromosome 16, protamine and B-cell 
growth factor (BCGF) genes are localized to 16p (Ge- 
nome Data Base 1995) and 16q (S. Sharma, personal 
communication), respectively. Although Homo and Pan 
differ by a pericentric inversion, and Homo and Gorilla 
differ by a pericentric and a paracentric inversion, most 
of the long arm of chromosome 16 (from 16ql2 to the 
distal end of 16q) has an identical banding pattern in 
Homo, Pan, Gorilla, and Pongo (Yunis and P&ash 
1982). Thus it is assumed here that the two loci BCGF 
and protamine are recombinationally distant in Pan, Go- 
rilla, and Pongo, as they are in Homo. 

In summary, data sets from loci on the same chro- 
mosome which have been grouped to form a new data 
set independent of the others are from the B-globin clus- 
ter on chromosome 11, protamines Pl and P2 on chro- 
mosome 16, and the sex-specific portion of the Y chro- 
mosome which constitutes one linkage group, ZFY, SZ?Y, 
and Y-specific pseudoautosomal boundary region se- 
quences. The pseudoautosomal regions of X and Y chro- 
mosomes have also been grouped into one data set be- 
cause of their homology and recombinational properties. 
Independent (and ungrouped) data sets on the same 
chromosome are from c-myc and CA1 (on chromosome 
8); ZgCE3 and aZ,3GT (on chromosome 9); BCGF and 
protamine (on chromosome 16); and G6PD and X-spe- 
cific pseudoautosomal boundary region sequences (on 
the sex-specific portion of the X chromosome). All other 

independent data sets are from single loci on chromo- 
somes different from those listed above (chromosomes 
1, 4, 14, 17, and mtDNA). By chromosome painting, 
human chromosomes 1, 4, and 14 have single chromo- 
somal homologues in Pan, Gorilla, and Pongo (Jauch 
et al. 1992). Human chromosome 17 has a single chro- 
mosomal homologue in Pan and Pongo, and its homo- 
logue in Gorilla has been involved autapomorphically 
in a reciprocal translocation with the homologue of hu- 
man 5 (Yunis and P&ash 1982; Jauch et al. 1992). 
Because this reciprocal translocation is unique to Goril- 
la and because none of the other data sets considered 
here is from human chromosome 5, the chromosome 17 
data set is assumed to be independent from the others. 
The mitochondrial genomes of hominoids are homolo- 
gous and inherited independently from nuclear chro- 
mosomes. 

Table 2 summarizes data sets not counted as sup- 
port for the alternative hypotheses. These are of three 
types. First, some data sets show no resolution among 
African hominoids but otherwise show “standard” phy- 
logenetic relationships among the primates (i.e., Pongo 
as sister to African hominoids, Old World monkeys as 
sister group to hominoids). These are from E-globin 
(Bailey, Slightom, and Goodman 1992), the combined 
X- and Y-pseudoautosomal regions (Ellis et al. 1990; 
this study), the X-specific sequences of the pseudoau- 
tosomal boundary region (Ellis et al. 1990; this study), 
and tyrosinase. As originally reported (Oetting et al. 
1993), sequences from nonhomologous loci (the active 
tyrosinase gene, TYR, and the presumed pseudogene ty- 
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rosinase-related gene, T’YL) were analyzed together and 
support for a Homo-Gorilla clade was claimed. How- 
ever, analyzing nonhomologous loci for phylogenetic re- 
construction is inappropriate. Extracting the largest pos- 
sible set of homologous sequences amenable to cladistic 
analysis from this data set leaves only tyrosinase (ZYB) 
exon IV sequences (the only ones for which outgroup 
sequences are available; 230 bp per taxon for Homo, 
Pan, Gorilla, Macaca). Since Homo, Pan, and Gorilla 
have identical sequences in this region, the tyrosinase 
sequence data set provides no phylogenetic resolution 
among hominoids (contra Oetting et al. 1993). Although 
among hominoids, only humans and gorillas appear to 
have a 7”YL locus as detected by Southern blots (Oet- 
ting et al. 1993), until this result is confirmed by se- 
quence analysis, it remains merely suggestive. One 
should be especially cautious about phylogenetic infer- 
ences based on the presence or absence of gene copies 
from Southern blot evidence, given one earlier case 
within the hominoids. A Homo-Gorilla clade had been 
similarly suggested on the basis of their unique sharing 
of the third exon of the immunoglobulin Cc2 gene as 
shown by Southern blots (Ueda, Takenaka, and Honjo 
1985); however, subsequent DNA sequencing revealed 
that Homo, Pun, and Gorilla had all once possessed cop- 
ies of the Cc2 gene, but these had been deleted to vary- 
ing degrees in the different species (Ueda et al. 1989). 

Second, some data sets indicate “nonstandard” 
phylogenetic relationships among the primates general- 
ly. One of these is from the prion protein gene (PRNP) 
located on human chromosome 20 (in region 2Op12- 
pter; Genome Data Base 1996). Phylogenetic analysis 
of 50 PRNP DNA sequences (those from Krakauer et 
al. [ 19961 and 18 additional sequences provided by 
Krakauer from 6 primates [Cullithrix jacchus, Cullice- 
bus moloch, Mandrillus sphinx, Macaca mulatta, Homo 
sapiens, Pan troglodytes] and 12 nonprimates [&is ar- 
ies, Sus scrofa, 4 Bos taurus, 2 Tragelaphus strepsice- 
ros, Mus musculus, 2 Mustela putorius, and Trichosurus 
vulpeculu]) shows a trichotomy among Homo, Pun, and 
Gorilla. The gene tree also has two nontraditional fea- 
tures: gibbons (Hylobates plus Symphalungus) are sister 
to the Homo-Pan-Gorilla clade, with Pongo more dis- 
tantly related; and Old World monkeys are sister to New 
World monkeys, with hominoids more distantly related. 
These features appeared on both strict and 50% consen- 
sus trees of the 22 most-parsimonious trees inferred us- 
ing a transition-transversion ratio of 2 appropriate for 
nuclear data. Unweighted parsimony analysis also 
shows a Homo-Pan-Gorilla trichotomy, with gibbons 
sister to them and Pongo as outgroup. Thus, PRNP 
shows no resolution among Homo, Pun, and Gorilla and 
nontraditional phylogenetic relationships among the pri- 
mates generally. Other loci in this class are those having 
gene trees which cannot be species trees, such as the 
HLA-DQAI and DRBl genes discussed above, thought 
to be anciently polymorphic. 

The third type of data set not counted as support 
for any of the three alternative hominoid phylogenies 
are those from genes undergoing extensive gene con- 
version and/or unequal crossing over of DNA repeat 

regions, because these molecular evolutionary processes 
can cause high levels of homoplasy and produce mis- 
leading phylogenetic trees (Dowling, Moritz, and Palm- 
er 1990; Ruvolo 1994). One of these also shows non- 
standard phylogenetic relationships among the primates, 
and thus overlaps with the second group. The dopamine 
D4 receptor gene (DRD4) has been cited as support for 
a Pan-Gorilla clade (Livak, Rogers, and Lichter 1995). 
Although a Pan-Gorilla clade appears on the most par- 
simonious DRD4 gene tree, the sister group to them con- 
tains the Old World monkeys (rather than Homo), fol- 
lowed by Pongo, then Homo, then the New World mon- 
keys as progressively further sister groups (Ruvolo and 
Koh 1996). Thus, the DRD4 gene tree represents none 
of the three alternative phylogenetic hypotheses for the 
African hominoids (and violates the generally accepted 
broad divisions of primate phylogeny supported by the 
bulk of other evidence), and it is incorrect to view these 
data as support for a Pun-Gorilla clade. The DRD4 lo- 
cus undergoes unequal recombination of DNA repeats 
(Livak, Rogers, and Lichter 1995), and although this 
rules it out on molecular evolutionary grounds, DRD4 
is also phylogenetically uninformative, probably as a 
consequence of unequal crossing over. 

Two tightly-linked loci on human chromosome 6 
which are duplicated and undergo extensive gene con- 
version (Kawaguchi, O’hUigin, and Klein 1992; Ka- 
waguchi et al. 1992; Tusie-Luna and White 1995) are 
cytochrome P450 and complement C4. Cytochrome 
P450 sequences have been claimed as support for a 
Homo-Pan clade because of their shared deletion in a 
pseudogene, not found in Gorilla (Kawaguchi, O’h- 
Uigin, and Klein 1992). However, this conclusion is in- 
valid because (1) it is based on the analysis of nonhom- 
ologous loci (an approach which is invalid for phylo- 
genetic estimation), (2) these loci undergo extensive 
gene conversion, and (3) no orangutan allele was posi- 
tively identified as a pseudogene to be used for outgroup 
comparison. For the neighboring and tightly linked com- 
plement C4 locus, nonhomologous loci have been ana- 
lyzed (again, inappropriately for phylogenetic inference) 
in two studies. Dangel et al. (1995) claim support for a 
Pan-Gorilla tree based on a subset of the C4 data from 
nonhomologous alleles (those C4 alleles which are short 
in length but occur at both C4A and C4B loci). Analysis 
of all alleles (long and short) from both C4A and C4B 
loci (unpublished data) reveals evidence of extensive 
gene conversion (as found by Kawaguchi et al. [1992] 
and consistent with Dangel et al. [1995]). Unfortunately, 
because of the way in which the C4 sequences were 
generated by Dangel et al. (1995) via polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) amplification, it is not possible to sepa- 
rate C4A and C4B alleles into homologous sets for phy- 
logenetic analysis. Kawaguchi et al. (1992) also ana- 
lyzed nonhomologous C4 alleles together, and they in- 
terpret the resulting gene tree as evidence for the action 
of extensive gene conversion. From their study, it is at 
least possible to separate some of the C4 alleles by locus 
into homologous sets. Analysis of C4A alleles separately 
shows a Homo-Gorilla clade on the most parsimonious 
tree, while separate analysis of C4B alleles shows a 
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Homo-Pan clade. Nevertheless, given the evidence for 
the pervasive action of gene conversion (Kawaguchi, 
O’hUigin, and Klein 1992; Kawaguchi et al. 1992; Tus- 
iC-Luna and White 1995), these data sets from the tight- 
ly linked cytochrome P450 and complement C4 genes 
are counted as uninformative. 

Also counted as being uninformative because of 
gene conversion is the data set from the 28s rRNA gene 
and spacers, which has a gene tree supporting a Homo- 
Pan clade (Gonzalez et al. 1990). While it might be 
considered excessively conservative not to count 28s 
r-RNA genes as phylogenetically informative because ri- 
bosomal gene sequences have generally been proven 
useful for phylogenetic inference (e.g., Allard and Ho- 
neycutt 1991; Nevo et al. 1993; Suzuki et al. 1996), 
there is the additional complicating factor of their mul- 
tiple and varying chromosomal locations among homi- 
noids. Even if there were no gene conversion among 
28s rRNA genes, their independence from other DNA 
sequence data sets would be difficult to judge. Copies 
of the 28s rRNA gene are located in five clusters on 
human chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22 (Cohen et 
al. 1987). In Pan, there are five clusters, on chromo- 
somes homologous to human chromosomes 13, 14, 18 
(rather than 15), 21, and 22; in Gorilla, there are two 
clusters, on chromosomes homologous to human 21 and 
22; and in Pongo, there are nine clusters, on chromo- 
somes homologous to human 2p, 2q, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 
21, and 22 (Creau-Goldberg et al. 1987). Because of 
gene conversion and because of its complex mode of 
molecular evolution among the hominoids, it is prefer- 
able not to count the 28s r-RNA gene sequences as an 
independent data set showing phylogenetic resolution. 

The green and red pigment (opsin) genes, located 
together on human Xq28, have been studied in the hom- 
inoids, but they have also undergone considerable gene 
conversion (Nathans, Thomas, and Hogness 1986; Deeb 
et al. 1994) and are therefore considered as uninforma- 
tive in this study. An unusual feature emerges in weight- 
ed parsimony analysis of the combined red and green 
pigment sequences: although the strict consensus tree 
shows Homo as sister to a Pan-Gorilla clade, a trichot- 
omy among Pan troglodytes, Pan paniscus, and Gorilla 
is unresolved with these data. This is because one most- 
parsimonious tree consistent with the data shows P. pan- 
iscus as sister to a P. troglodytes-Gorilla clade, a result 
which conflicts with all other available molecular and 
morphological data. Distance analyses of the data show 
either a Pan-Gorilla clade (on a neighbor-joining tree) 
or a Homo-Pan clade (on a Fitch-Margoliash tree). 

Taking all of the DNA sequence data sets which 
provide some phylogenetic discrimination among hom- 
inoids and placing them into linkage groups, we have 
14 independent data sets (table 1). Of these, 11 inde- 
pendent data sets support the phylogeny with a Homo- 
Pan clade (1 mitochondrial, 1 Y-specific, 1 X-specific, 
and 8 autosomal), 2 autosomal data sets support the phy- 
logeny with a Pan-Gorilla clade, and 1 autosomal data 
set supports a Homo-Gorilla clade. 

Test of the Trichotomy Hypothesis 

First we will test the observed distribution of in- 
dependent data sets to see if it is consistent with a tri- 
chotomous speciation event leading to Homo, Pan, and 
Gorilla lineages. Here the null hypothesis is a trichot- 
omy. Additionally, it will be assumed that each resolv- 
ing data set is independent of the others and has equal 
probability (l/3) of favoring each of the three alternative 
bifurcating trees under a trichotomy (abbreviated as hy- 
pothesis H,,). Is the observed pattern of data set sup- 
port-11 data sets for a Homo-Pan clade versus 3 for 
the other two possibilities-likely under this null hy- 
pothesis? 

The probability of observing a particular data set 
distribution under the null model is given by the terms 
of the binomial distribution. For n data sets of which A 
support the Homo-Pan clade, the probability is (follow- 
ing eq. 5.1 of Sokal and Rohlf 1981, p. 78; Saitou and 
Nei 1986): 

P 0 = [n!l[A!(n - A)!]](113)A(213)“-A. (1) 
In this case, we have n = 14 data sets total, of which 
A = 11 support the human-chimpanzee clade, so the 
expected frequency of observing this particular data set 
distribution under the null model H,, of a trichotomous 
speciation is: 

p14.11 = [ 14!/[ 11!3!]]( l/3)’ ‘(2/3)3 = 0.0006. (2) 

The expected frequency of observing 11 or more data 
sets out of 14 in support of any particular phylogeny 
under the null model H,, is 

3 x [P14,11 + p14.12 + p14.13 + p14,141 = 3(0.0007) 

= 0.0021. (3) 

A factor of three is introduced because there are 
three possible ways of rejecting a trichotomy, and a 
three-tailed test is appropriate. Clearly, the null model 
of a trichotomous speciation is very unlikely, and we 
can reject it with P 5 cx = 0.0021. Applying the logic 
of Saitou and Nei (1986) and Pamilo and Nei (1988), 
which assumes that the phylogeny supported by the 
greatest number of gene trees is the species tree, we 
would infer from the above that not only is a trichotomy 
rejected but also the tree with a Homo-Pan clade is the 
species tree. 

Essentially this method uses the test statistic max(a, 
b, c), where a, b, and c are the numbers of data sets 
supporting the three alternative phylogenetic hypothe- 
ses. If max(a, b, c) is too big, the hypothesis H,, that 
one third of the data sets support each resolving gene 
tree is rejected. Under Heq, the probability of max(a, b, 
c) 1 11 was found to be 0.0021 for n = a + b + c = 
14, so the null hypothesis was rejected. 

Wu’s (199 1) Multiple-Locus Test 

The multiple-locus test of Wu (1991) uses the pat- 
tern of gene tree support among several unlinked loci to 
infer species phylogeny and to estimate the time T be- 
tween successive speciation events. It does so using a 
likelihood ratio statistic as a test statistic for evaluating 
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alternative phylogenetic hypotheses. For each alternative 
phylogenetic hypothesis, one can derive the maximum- 
likelihood estimator of T which maximizes the proba- 
bility of the observed data set distribution under the 
model. 

If we let the phylogeny with a Homo-Pun clade be 
phylogeny A, that with a Pan-Gorilla clade be phylog- 
eny B, and that with a Homo-Gorilla clade be phylogeny 
C, we can then calculate the probability of obtaining a 
distribution of data sets (a, b, c), where a, b, and c are 
the numbers of data sets supporting phylogenies A, B, 
and C, respectively, of a total of n =’ a + b + c data 
sets. The probability of obtaining data sets (a, b, c) un- 
der phylogeny A is 

G,(T) = [n!l(u!b!c!)]P(T)“Q(T)b+“, (4) 
where 

P(T) = 1 - (2/3)8 (5) 
is the probability of a gene tree-species tree match and 

Q(T) = 1/3e-T (6) 

is the probability of each gene tree-species tree mis- 
match as a function of T, the time between successive 
speciation events, expressed in terms of 2N, generations 
where N, is the effective population size (Hudson 1983; 
Nei 1986; Pamilo and Nei 1988). Here it is assumed 
that sampling error does not have any effect (i.e., each 
gene tree is correctly inferred), that loci are evolving 
neutrally, and that N, is constant in the ancestral popu- 
lation during the time between speciation events (Pamilo 
and Nei 1988). It is further assumed that equations (5) 
and (6) apply equivalently to all genetic loci. (As dis- 
cussed below in the section Extension of the Multiple- 
Locus Test Incorporating Locus-SpeciJic Eflective Pop- 
ulation Sizes, this is not always the case.) 

In Wu’s (1991) multiple-locus test, the maximum- 
likelihood estimator of T that maximizes G,(T), denoted 
as TA, is derived. This is important because the phylo- 
genetic hypothesis A consists of both a topology and an 
internodal branch length TA. For the Homo-Pun hypoth- 
esis, the maximum estimator TA is derived from P(T,) 
= u/n (Wu 1991, eq. S), and for the observed hominoid 
data, P(T,) = 1 l/14. By Nei’s (1986) formula (eq. 5 
above), 

TA = -ln[(3/2)(1 - P(T,))], (7) 
which gives the estimate TA = 1.13 under the Homo- 
Pun hypothesis. (This is used in preference to Wu’s 
[ 1991, eq. 51 modified probability, given the criticisms 
of the latter by Hudson [ 19921.) 

For cases in which a 1 b L c, and b 5 n/3 and c 
5 n/3, the maximum-likelihood estimators of the inter- 
nodal branch lengths TB and T, are zero (Wu 1991). 
This condition is true for the hominoid data set distri- 
bution because n/3 = 14/3 = 4.7, which is greater than 
the number of data sets supporting the Pun-Gorilla or 
the Homo-Gorilla hypotheses. Thus, given the observed 
data, the maximum-likelihood estimates of time between 
successive speciations under the Pun-Gorilla and the 
Homo-Gorilla hypotheses are both zero, so that both 

hypotheses are equivalent to the trichotomy hypothesis. 
Given the observed data, choosing among alternative 
hominoid phylogenies by Wu’s (1991) test is therefore 
equivalent to testing the null hypothesis (a trichotomy, 
phylogeny 0) against phylogeny A (the Homo-Pun hy- 
pothesis) with internode TA= 1.13. 

As in the first test applied above, the null hypoth- 
esis here is a trichotomy (and this is true of Wu’s test 
in this special case because b < n/3 and c < n/3). As 
before, it will be assumed that each resolving data set 
is independent of the others and has equal probability 
(l/3) of favoring each of the three alternative bifurcating 
trees under a trichotomy. Under these assumptions, Wu’s 
(1991) likelihood ratio test statistic is completely inde- 
pendent of the functional dependence of P(T) and Q(7) 
on T. For the hominoid data set distribution, by equation 
(9) of Wu 1991, we have 

RAo = (3/n)“{u”[(b + ~)/2]~+~} 

= (3/14)14{ 11”[(2 + 1)/212+‘} = 414.5. (8) 

The distribution of RAo under the null hypothesis 
H,, could be easily derived. However, all that needs to 
be observed here is that R,o 2 414.5 if and only if 
max(u, b, c) L 11, given 14 data sets total. In other 
words, the probability that RAo 2 414.5 is equal to the 
probability that max(u, b, c) 1 11, so the P value as- 
sociated with an RAo of 414.5 is 0.0021, exactly the 
same as the P value associated with the first test. The 
two tests are mathematically equivalent in this particular 
case, and they assign the same P values to the observed 
data set distribution. (The author would like to thank R. 
Hudson for this observation.) 

Therefore, the DNA sequence data set distribution 
is sufficient to reject the null trichotomy hypothesis as 
well as the two alternative hypotheses having Pun-Go- 
rilla and Homo-Gorilla clades, which both reduce to a 
trichotomy given the data, in favor of the Homo-Pun 
hypothesis at the 0.2% significance level. 

Extension of the Multiple-Locus Test Incorporating 
Locus-Specific Effective Population Sizes 

The analyses above assume that every locus has an 
equally likely chance of obtaining a gene tree different 
from a species tree. However, different types of genetic 
loci have different effective population sizes, and these 
differences can be important for phylogenetic inference, 
as Moore (1995) has shown for mitochondrial versus 
nuclear genes. Because the expected coalescence time 
for a given gene is equal to its effective population size 
(i.e., the number of copies transmited from generation 
to generation), genes vary in their ability to “track” 
species trees, especially along short internodal branches 
(Moore 1995). We can incorporate these potentially sig- 
nificant locus-specific differences into tests of alterna- 
tive phylogenetic hypotheses. 

For nuclear autosomal genes, the probability of an 
inferred gene tree matching the species tree is: 

P,(T) = 1 - (2/3)e-* (9) 

(Hudson 1983; Nei 1986; Saitou and Nei 1986; Pamilo 
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supporting alternative hypotheses. Accordingly, the as- 
sumptions of this locus-specific likelihood ratio test are 
more stringent than those of the previously discussed 
tests above. For phylogeny A, the maximum-likelihood 
estimator of T (for T > 0) that maximizes G*,(T) is 
r**. Solving for 

d In G**(T)/&’ = 0, (17) 

we get r*A = 1.00, and G**(T*J = 0.1705. 
Calculating G*&!‘) in the same way, we assume 

that phylogeny B (a Pun-Gorilla clade) is correct, so 
that the data set distribution shows gene tree-species 
tree matches for 2 nuclear autosomal loci and 12 mis- 
matches (9 nuclear autosomal, 1 mitochondrial, 1 Y-spe- 
cific, and 1 X-specific). The probability of this data set 
distribution given phylogeny B is: 

G* n(T) = [14!/(11!2!1!)]P,(T)2 X Q,(T)9 

X Q,(T) X QuG’3 x Q&l 
= [14!/(11!2!1!)][1 - (2/3)e-T]2 

x [(1/3)e-*39 x [( 1/3)e-4T12 

x [( 1/3)e-4n3]. (18) 

Solving for the maximum-likelihood estimator r*n, 
which maximizes G*n(T) as before, T*n = 0; thus, as- 
suming the species tree with a Pan-Gorilla clade to be 
correct, the likeliest phylogeny given the observed data 
is one showing a trichotomy. Using the maximum-like- 
lihood estimate of r*B = 0 gives G*a(r(,) = 2.28 X 
10e4 as the probability of the observed data sets under 
phylogeny B. 

Thus, the probability of observing the hominoid 
data set distribution, assuming that phylogeny A is cor- 
rect, is greater when the modified probabilities are used. 
In fact, G**( pA)/GA( TA) = 1.8, so that the observed 
distribution is roughly twice as likely when effective 
population sizes are incorporated into the gene tree-spe- 
cies tree probabilities. This is not surprising given that 
available data sets from loci with relatively higher prob- 
abilities of gene tree-species tree matches (mitochon- 
drial, Y-specific, X-specific) all have gene trees sup- 
porting the Homo-Pan phylogeny; alternative phyloge- 
nies are supported by only one or two nuclear autosomal 
gene trees which have greater probabilities of mismatch. 
Using the modified probabilities has no effect on the 
probability of observing the overall data set distribution, 
assuming hominoid phylogeny B to be true; in other 
words, Ga(Tn) = G*n(pn). This is reasonable, consid- 
ering that we found TB = T*n = 0 for phylogeny B, and 
all of the probabilities in equations (5) and (6) and (9)- 
(15) reduce to l/3 for T = 0. Phylogeny B with a Pan- 
Gorilla clade reduces to a trichotomy under the ob- 
served data set distribution, and its probability does not 
change using modified probabilities (9)-( 15). Phylogeny 
A with a Homo-Pan clade is even more likely given the 
observed data when gene tree-species tree probabilities 
incorporating relative effective population sizes of dif- 
ferent genes are used. The likelihood ratio comparing 
phylogeny A to phylogeny 0 is also greater: 

R” A0 = GWftYG;1;(Q) 

= 0.1705/(2.28 x 10-4) = 748. (19) 

Working out the exact enumeration of the distri- 
bution of R*Ao for small values of n is beyond the scope 
of this paper. This task will be computationally more 
complex than the case given in Wu (199 1) for RAO and 
in the analogous case given in Felsenstein (1985), be- 
cause the different types of genetic loci have to be han- 
dled differently in calculating R*Ao. Methods using RAO 
only require knowing, for example, that 12 loci support 
a phylogeny, but for R*Ao, all the different possible 
combinations of 12 loci supporting a phylogeny (12 nu- 
clear autosomal; 10 autosomal, 1 Y-specific and 1 mi- 
tochondrial; etc.) have to be considered. Rather than 
only three axes in the sample space of loci for RAo (as 
in Wu 1991, fig. 2), there will be 12 axes to consider 
with R*AO. The complexity of the problem will be some- 
what constrained, given that there can only be one mi- 
tochondrial data set and one Y-specific data set inde- 
pendent of the others. 

The statistical properties of its distribution need to 
be derived before R*AO can be formally applied in a 
likelihood ratio test. Although it will be more compli- 
cated overall to incorporate different probabilities for 
different types of genetic loci into likelihood ratio tests 
of phylogenies, this will be a more powerful approach 
because it takes advantage of the relative reliabilities of 
different genes for phylogenetic reconstruction. For 
small internodal branch lengths, the differences in mis- 
match probabilities for single loci can be great. For ex- 
ample, if T = 1.0, as found for the hominoids above, 
QJQ, = en/Q, = e3T = 20.1, so that a nuclear auto- 
somal gene has a 20 times greater mismatch probability 
than a mitochondrial or a Y-specific gene. Also, Q,/Qx 
= ecT13) = 1.4, showing that an X-specific gene is only 
slightly more reliable than a nuclear autosomal gene 
over a branch of length T = 1.0. Nevertheless, if several 
independent X-specific genes are sequenced (this inde- 
pendence is possible given the size of the X-specific 
chromosomal region and its recombinational properties, 
unlike with mitochondrial genes and Y-specific genes, 
each of which are completely linked and can contribute 
only one independent data set), the effects are multipli- 
cative, thus increasing the likelihood of recovering the 
species tree. Ultimately, if mismatch probabilities re- 
flecting the relative effective population sizes of differ- 
ent loci are incorporated into likelihood ratio tests of 
alternative phylogenies, fewer independent genes will 
need to be sequenced in order to reach a specified level 
of confidence that the species tree has been recovered. 
Knowledge of these differing phylogenetic reliabilities 
among genetic loci can also help guide the design of 
molecular systematic studies. 

Estimated Times Between Hominoid Speciation Events 

Several estimates for the time between nodes on 
the hominoid tree, expressed in terms of 2N, genera- 
tions, have been derived above. Because the best phy- 
logeny is one with a Homo-Pun clade, these estimates 
correspond to the time between the common Homo-Pan- 
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Table 3 
Effective Population Sizes (N) and Coalescence Times Inferred from Human DNA Sequence Data Sets 

Locus Time (years) N” References 

MtDNA 
Total genome . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143,000 7,150 Horai et al. (1995) 
Combined COII/ND 4-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298,000 14,900 Ruvolo et al. (1993) 
D-loop hypervariable regionsb . . . . . . . . 256,000 12,800 Templeton ( 1993) 

622,000-889,000 3 1 ,OOo-44,000 Wills ( 1995) 
- 1o,OOoc Rogers and Jorde (1995) 

Y chromosome data sets 
ZFY.............................. 270,000 13,500 Dorit, Akashi, and Gilbert (1995) 
YAP.............................. 188,000 9,400 Hammer (1995) 
Y-specific 15.7-kb fragment . . . . . . . . . . 37,000-49,000 850-2,450 Whitfield, Sulston, and Goodfellow (1995) 

Autosomal data sets 
Unconverted y 1 -y2 globin 1.2 Myr 30,OOod Bailey et al. (1992) 
$q globin 1.3 Myr 32,500d 
6 globin 

Bailey et al. (1992) 
3 Myr 75,OOod 

l3 globin 
Maeda, Bliska, and Smithies (1983) 

1.1 Myr 10,000-13,750e Fullerton et al. (1994) 
apo CII 500,000 12,500d Xiong et al. (1991) 
DRB 1 60 Myr 125,000-300,000’ 
30 microsatellite markers 

Ayala (1995) 
156,000 1,950 Goldstein et al. (1995) 

a Effective population size estimates assume 20 years per generation, unless noted otherwise. Calculated using T = 4N generations for autosomal genes; T = 2N, 
generations for mitochondrial data, where Nr equals the number of mothers and N = 2Nr; T = 2N,,, generations for Y-specific data, where N,,, equals the number 
of fathers and N = 2N,,,. For autosomal genes for which only two alleles are available, N was estimated using T = 2N generations (see Ayala 1995); this assumes 
alleles are evolving neutrally. 

b Data from Vigilant et al. (1991). 
c Calculated using the method of pairwise mismatch distributions (Rogers and Harpending 1992). 
d Calculation based on only two available alleles; selection is not assumed to be acting. 
e The higher estimated value is from Hammer (1995). 
f Calculation assumes selection is acting and that generation time is 15 years (Ayala 1995). 

Gorilla ancestor and the common Homo-Pun ancestor. 
Using Wu’s (1991) multilocus method, in which all ge- 
netic loci have equivalent probabilities of gene tree-spe- 
cies tree mismatch, gives TA = 1.13 (from eq. 7). Using 
gene tree-species tree mismatch probabilities which in- 
corporate the differing effective population sizes of ge- 
netic loci gives r*A = 1.00 from equation (17). Thus, 
T is somewhere in the range of 1.00-1.13, given the 
observed DNA sequence data. 

The generation time for large-bodied hominoids is 
estimated as 15-25 years (R. Wrangham, personal com- 
munication), and this range probably applied to their 
common ancestor. Long-term effective population sizes 
in humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas are estimated to 
be approximately lo4 based on census data and protein 
polymorphism heterozygosities (Nei and Graur 1984). 
Estimates based on human DNA sequence polymor- 
phisms from mitochondrial, Y-linked, and autosomal 
genes are also on that order, varying mostly between 
lo4 and 5 X lo4 (table 3). The one data set giving a 
discrepantly high value (approximately lo5 after selec- 
tion is taken into account) is from the anciently poly- 
morphic DRBl gene in the HLA complex (Ayala et al. 
1994; Ayala 1995). Ayala (1995) has argued that all the 
lower estimates from other genes could be considered 
compatible with the higher estimate from DRBI, be- 
cause when error bars associated with the coalescent 
process are placed around the smaller estimates from 
other genes, their upper-end estimates begin to approach 
105. While this is true, it is still the case that the majority 
of characterized genes give best estimates for effective 
population size in the range of 1 X lo4 to 5 X 104 (table 

3). Ayala’s (1995) argument becomes even less con- 
vincing when one considers that the DRBl data imply 
a long-term effective population size of lo5 not just for 
humans but also for other hominoids, because their 
DRBI alleles similarly show a coalescence time of 60 
Myr (from figs. 4 and 5 in Ayala 1995). Given the 
known densities of African hominoids and the fluctua- 
tions in forest sizes over the last several million years, 
the estimate of lo5 for long-term effective population 
size in Pan and Gorilla is unrealistically high (Ruvolo 
1996). 

Assuming that the above estimates of generation 
times and effective population sizes apply to the com- 
mon human-chimpanzee-gorilla ancestor, we can con- 
vert the maximum-likelihood estimator of T into abso- 
lute time t. For the smallest estimate PA = 1.0 and N, 
in the range of 1 X 104 to 5 X 104, assuming a 15-year 
generation time gives an internodal time of 300,000 
years to 1.5 Myr, while a 25-year generation time gives 
an internodal time of 500,000 years to 2.5 Myr. If N, 
were as large as 105, PA would be 3.0-5.0 Myr for 
generation times of 15-25 years. For the larger estimate 
TA = 1.13, assuming N, in the range of 1 X lo4 to 5 
X 104, a 15-year generation time gives an internodal 
time of 340,000 years to 1.7 Myr, while a 25-year gen- 
eration time gives 560,000 years to 2.8 Myr. If N, were 
as large as 105, TA would be 3.4-5.6 Myr for generation 
times of 15-25 years. Therefore, on the basis of all 14 
independent DNA sequence data sets, the time between 
successive evolutionary divergences within African 
hominoids is within the range of 300,000 to 2.8 Myr for 
the likeliest range of N, between 1 X 104 to 5 X 104. 
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If IV, were as large as lo5 (a probable overestimate), the 
time range between successive divergences would be 
3.0-5.6 Myr. 

Discussion 

Using all available DNA sequence data sets relating 
to hominoid phylogeny and both the trichotomy test and 
Wu’s (1991) multiple-locus test, it is overwhelmingly 
likely that Homo and Pun are most closely related, with 
Gorilla as a sister group on the hominoid species tree. 
A trichotomy among Homo, Pun, and Gorilla is statis- 
tically rejected with P value 0.002 based on the ob- 
served distribution of gene trees consistent with inde- 
pendent DNA sequence data sets currently available. 
These conclusions are based solely on DNA sequence 
data, without consideration of the evidence from DNA 
hybridization of total single-copy DNA (Caccone and 
Powell 1989) which also supports the hypothesis of a 
Homo-Pun clade. 

From the DNA sequence data, maximum-likeli- 
hood estimates for time between the common Homo- 
Pun-Gorilla ancestor and the common Homo-Pun an- 
cestor are in the range of 300,000 years to 2.8 Myr using 
the best estimates for N,. This estimated range overlaps 
but is considerably wider than the estimate of 2.5-3.0 
Myr based on DNA hybridization experiments of total 
genomic single-copy DNA (Caccone and Powell 1989; 
the latter estimate assumes that Homo and Pun diverged 
at 5-6 Myr, while the former estimate does not). Given 
our very approximate knowledge of horninoid effective 
population sizes and generation times, any maximum- 
likelihood internodal time estimates from DNA sequenc- 
es are likely to span a relatively large range. The inter- 
nodal time estimate derived here from 14 independent 
DNA sequence data sets cannot be appropriately com- 
pared with those based on single loci because, just as a 
gene tree can differ from the species tree, branch lengths 
on a gene tree may differ from branch lengths on the 
species tree for any one locus (Tateno, Nei, and Tajima 
1982). 

Rogers (1993) estimated that the internodal time 
between African hominoid speciations may have been 
brief, between 200,000-500,000 years, based on several 
(but fewer) data sets. However, these estimates are in- 
accurate for three reasons. First, Rogers erroneously ap- 
plied the probability formula for nuclear gene tree-spe- 
cies tree mismatches (Pamilo and Nei 1988) to mito- 
chondrial data. Second, Rogers has incorrectly applied 
this formula, which only holds for bifurcating gene trees 
(Pamilo and Nei 1988), to data sets with nonbifurcating 
(nonresolving) gene trees. Third, Rogers’ count of data 
sets supporting alternative hypotheses is invalid because 
the data sets are not recombinationally independent. As 
support for a Pun-Gorilla clade, Rogers (1993) includes 
the X-chromosomal pseudoautosomal boundary region 
sequences (Ellis et al. 1990) as a separate data set from 
Y chromosomal pseudoautosomal boundary sequences 
(Ellis et al. 1990), but, as discussed above, this division 
of the data by chromosome is biologically inappropriate 
because it ignores the homology between X and Y pseu- 

doautosomal regions and their recombinational proper- 
ties. Furthermore, three mitochondrial data sets are treat- 
ed as independent by Rogers (1993) and are counted 
equally. Because two of them show no resolution among 
Homo, Pun, and Gorilla (which Rogers counts as evi- 
dence against the Homo-Pun hypothesis, even though 
nonresolving data sets are compatible with any of the 
three possible alternative hypotheses), they outweigh the 
one mitochondrial data set which actually does have a 
resolved gene tree (and supports a Homo-Pun clade). All 
three errors act in the same direction-to underestimate 
the time between successive divergence events in hom- 
inoids. 

Using the most-parsimonious tree rather than the 
distance tree topology as the gene tree consistent with 
each data set has no effect on the above results. In only 
one case does the cladistically defined gene tree favor a 
phylogeny different from that found using a distance 
method: Co1 immunoglobulin sequences weakly link 
Pun and Gorilla phenetically (Kawamura et al. 1991), 
but cladistically they support a Homo-Gorilla clade. In 
all other cases, cladistic and phenetic trees are topolog- 
ically identical. Using distance-based gene tree topolo- 
gies would change the distribution of support slightly: 
of the 14 data sets, 11 still support a Homo-Pun tree, 3 
would support a Pun-Gorilla tree, and none would sup- 
port a Homo-Gorilla tree. By Wu’s (1991) test, the Pun- 
Gorilla hypothesis would still reduce to a trichotomy 
(as it is supported by less than one third of the data 
sets), and, as before, it is rejected in favor of the Homo- 
Pun hypothesis at the 0.2% significance level. 

If other DNA sequence data sets relevant to hom- 
inoid phylogeny become available, they will, of course, 
change the multiple-locus test calculations. For example, 
another data set independent from those described here 
which supports a Homo-Pun clade (from the T-cell re- 
ceptor beta chain variable region gene located at human 
chromosome band 7q35; W. Funkhouser and B. Koop, 
personal communication, cited in Bailey et al. 1992) will 
increase the likelihood ratio of a Homo-Pun clade rel- 
ative to that of a Pun-Gorilla clade. Might we expect 
additional data sets supporting the Pun-Gorilla clade to 
appear in the literature and to overturn the conclusions 
drawn here? While always a possibility, it is unlikely: 
there are already a substantial number of DNA sequence 
data sets collected, and additional data sets are most 
likely to reproduce the same distribution of support for 
alternative phylogenetic hypotheses already observed. 
To favor the Pun-Gorilla hypothesis over a trichotomy 
by Wu’s test would require 14 additional independent 
DNA sequence data sets all supporting Pun-Gorilla and 
no additional data sets supporting either a Homo-Pun or 
a Homo-Gorilla clade. In order to change the above cal- 
culations so that the trichotomy hypothesis is favored 
over the Homo-Pun phylogeny by Wu’s (1991) test, we 
would need five additional independent data sets having 
gene trees supporting either the Pun-Gorilla or Homo- 
Gorilla hypotheses in any combination (and no addi- 
tional ones supporting a Homo-Pun tree). 

In a recent review of hominoid molecular system- 
atics, Bailey (1993) states that the question of the hom- 
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inoid trichotomy is “not definitively resolved” and calls 
for “more extensive . . . molecular data” and “more se- 
quence information from a number of individuals within 
one species.” Based on the analysis of currently avail- 
able DNA sequence data presented above, just the op- 
posite is true: more molecular data sets addressing the 
phylogenetic position of humans among the primates are 
not needed. The currently available DNA sequence data 
fulfill the widely-held prescription for dealing with the 
uncertainties associated with gene tree-species tree mis- 
matches (Saitou and Nei 1986; Nei 1987, p. 403; Pamilo 
and Nei 1988): examine several genes, preferably un- 
linked ones, for single individuals. This is a more pow- 
erful strategy for phylogenetic inference than surveying 
many individuals for fewer genes. The multiple-locus 
test, with its emphasis on independent data sets defined 
by genetic linkage formalizes that idea for phylogenetic 
inference. It quantifies the relative likelihoods of alter- 
native phylogenetic hypotheses based on all available 
DNA sequence data sets and, in doing so, provides a 
means of deciding when a phylogenetic problem is 
“solved” within specifiable limits. This approach avoids 
the dilemma of having to interpret gene trees from single 
genes individually, any one of which might have a to- 
pology explainable by “subsequent chance fixation of 
alleles present in the ancestor” (Ruano et al. 1992). The 
point is that when enough independent data sets produce 
the same gene tree, even if a few genes show a conflict- 
ing topology, it is neither necessary nor logical to invoke 
chance. Rather, it is highly likely that the gene tree con- 
sistent with the majority of independent data sets is the 
species tree. 

Application of the multiple-locus method to inde- 
pendent hominoid data sets is possible only because we 
have extensive knowledge of the human genome 
through gene maps and because the homologies among 
hominoid chromosomes are to a large degree known and 
straightforward. Application of the method to other 
groups will require genetic linkage information for those 
groups, but even very basic knowledge of linkage can 
suffice, for example, if sequenced genes are from 
mtDNA, the X chromosome, and some autosome. For 
some groups of organisms, this method may never be 
applicable if it is not possible to define independent data 
sets because of extensive genomic rearrangements in 
linkage groups among closely related species (e.g., 
among gibbons or frogs). An advantage of this method 
is that it can help guide the decision about which ad- 
ditional genes should be sequenced in a group of taxa 
under study-genes from chromosomal regions for 
which no other genes have previously been examined 
are particularly important. Also, this method emphasizes 
that using genes from chromosomes with smaller effec- 
tive population sizes (mtDNA, Y and X chromosomes) 
is relatively more informative for phylogenetic inference 
than using genes from autosomes. The multiple-locus 
method can also help in the decision of how many more 
genes to sequence and when to stop sequencing genes 
for a given phylogenetic problem. 

The analysis of all available DNA sequence data 
sets presented here argues strongly that this question in 

hominoid phylogeny is answered and that humans and 
chimpanzees are closest relatives. Does this mean that 
no other genes should sequenced comparatively among 
the hominoids? No, but it should be done for reasons 
other than estimating the broad outlines of hominoid 
phylogeny. Having a tree of hominoid evolutionary re- 
lationships is valuable because it provides a phyloge- 
netic context which can be used to study both genomic 
evolution and molecular evolutionary phenomena, al- 
lowing us to understand the underlying processes of 
DNA change over time more fully. Without a phyloge- 
netic context, it is, in fact, impossible to study molecular 
evolutionary processes. More broadly, this phylogeny 
can be used to interpret other aspects of these species’ 
biology, such as morphology, behavior, and ecology, and 
how they have changed through hominoid evolutionary 
history. The establishment of humans’ place among the 
primates comes at a fortuitous time, given the recent 
information explosion about the human genome. It 
means that we can be confident in knowing the most 
closely related (hence the most potentially informative) 
genomes to compare with ours, those of the genus Pun, 
in order to discover the evolutionarily most recent and 
unique aspects of the human genome. 
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